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Anonymization of Daily Activity Data by Using �-diversity

Privacy Model
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In the age of IoT, collection of activity data has become ubiquitous. Publishing activity data can be quite useful
for various purposes such as estimating the level of assistance required by older adults and facilitating early
diagnosis and treatment of certain diseases. However, publishing activity data comes with privacy risks: Each
dimension, i.e., the activity of a person at any given point in time can be used to identify a person as well as
to reveal sensitive information about the person such as not being at home at that time. Unfortunately, con-
ventional anonymization methods have shortcomings when it comes to anonymizing activity data. Activity
datasets considered for publication are often flat with many dimensions but typically not many rows, which
makes the existing anonymization techniques either inapplicable due to very few rows, or else either ineffi-
cient or ineffective in preserving utility. This article proposes novel multi-level clustering-based approaches
using a non-metric weighted distance measure that enforce �-diversity model. Experimental results show
that the proposed methods preserve data utility and are orders more efficient than the existing methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Daily activity data, referred to as activity data henceforth, typically belong to the activities rep-
resenting daily routines such as bathing, dressing, feeding, walking, driving, shopping, and so on
[28, 33]. Table 1 shows an example of activity data. With the increase in the availability of reliable
sensors, collection of activity data has become a commonplace in many application domains [6,
44]. Publishing such data can be useful in a number of ways. For example, analyzing the activi-
ties performed by older adults can be useful in estimating the level of assistance they will require.
In addition, it can also support various quality improvement and research activities in healthcare
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Table 1. Daily Activity Data (B stands for Bathing, E stands for Eating, S stands for Sleeping,
and V stands for Vacation)

Mon Tue Fri Sat Sun
6AM 7AM .. 6AM 7AM .. .. 6AM 7AM .. 6AM 7AM .. 6AM 7AM ..

Person 1 S E S S V V V V V V
Person 2 S E S S V V V V V V
Person 3 B E S S S S V V V V
Person 4 B E S S V V V V V V

such as predicting hospital admissions, utilization of home care services, planning of insurance
services, and so on [21, 41].

However, publishing activity data come with certain privacy risks. Although personally identifi-
able information may be removed from the data, there can be other sensitive information available
in the data that might lead to privacy breach. For example, if most of the people whose information
is in the dataset take a vacation during the same time of a year, then this information might help
an adversary to plan a break-in. There have been many incidents where burglars used publicly
available information to plan the thefts [46, 56]. Statistics show that over 75% of the convicted
burglars believe that other burglars make use of the activity data available in social media sites
to identify their targets [55]. One burglar in California used social media for this purpose and
stole over $250,000 worth of items from 33 women [39]. Such incidents demonstrate the existence
of motivations to use publicly available data to commit crime and the importance and need for
anonymizing datasets before making them publicly available.

One of the most widely used privacy models is k-anonymity [51]. k-anonymity ensures that for
every record in the data, there are at least k − 1 other records that have exactly same values for the
quasi-identifiers (attributes that when combined can identify a person). This reduces the probabil-
ity of correct re-identification when attackers link the quasi-identifiers with external datasets such
as voters’ databases to find out the identity of a person. However, k-anonymity is susceptible to
homogeneity and background-knowledge attacks [35] when people in the same equivalence class
(i.e., those with the same values for quasi-identifier attributes) have similar sensitive attribute
values (say a certain type of disease). To overcome such attacks several privacy models such as
�-diversity [35] and t-closeness [34] have been proposed. �-diversity ensures that the values for
sensitive attribute are well represented in each equivalence class. t-closeness [34] further requires
that the distribution of sensitive attribute in the equivalence class is close to its distribution in the
whole dataset. In practice, though, �-diversity model is used more widely.

The above-mentioned traditional approaches were developed for a limited number of quasi-
identifiers. However, for activity data, the quasi-identifiers include all time dimensions. The quasi-
identifiers themselves may also contain sensitive information. For example, people going on
vacation for a certain time-interval is the sensitive information in Table 1. If these four people
are in the same equivalence class, then burglars may figure out that they can break into any or
all of the four houses over the weekend. In addition, activity datasets are typically very flat with
many dimensions but typically not many rows. Most available activity datasets contain fewer than
100 people. This poses challenges to existing data anonymization techniques. For example, differ-
ential privacy [16] is a stronger privacy model than k-anonymity and �-diversity, but it cannot
be used for datasets with very few rows as it works well for a large population. k-anonymity and
�-diversity models are applicable to the datasets with few rows. However, most of such techniques
are suitable for data with relatively few dimensions. Activity data are collected over a period of
time making it longitudinal in nature with very high dimensionality. For example, in a dataset
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used in this article each record has over 10,000 dimensions. Applying these models directly to
activity data becomes computationally expensive [43]. Furthermore, the techniques available for
anonymizing longitudinal data mostly focus on preserving frequent patterns; however, for daily
activity data, preserving statistics such as duration and frequency might be more relevant [4, 5, 14].

There has been relatively little work on applying �-diversity for longitudinal data. In Reference
[43], a Multi-level Clustering-based K-Anonymity (MCKA) approach was proposed that is
orders faster than existing methods when anonymizing high-dimensional longitudinal data. How-
ever, MCKA does not enforce �-diversity. In this article, we propose several approaches that im-
plement �-diversity for daily activity data.

This article makes the following contributions:

• We propose several Multi-level Clustering- (MC) based �-diversity approaches for
anonymizing longitudinal data such as daily activity data. Compared to existing methods,
MC-based methods are more efficient and require a smaller memory footprint.

• We propose a non-metric weighted distance measure that can be used in any clustering
method. This distance measure can help create better equivalence classes and better pre-
serve utility of data.

This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the related work. Section 3 presents
the proposed approaches. Experimental results are presented in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
results. Section 6 concludes the article.

2 RELATED WORK

�-diversity [35] is one of the most common anonymization techniques along with k-anonymity
[51] and differential privacy [15]. Although differential privacy is a stronger privacy model, we do
not use it in this article because for differential privacy to work the dataset needs to have a large
population, but most daily activity datasets contain a very small population (typically fewer than
100), making it inappropriate to use differential privacy.

A number of techniques for achieving k-anonymity for cross-sectional data have been proposed
[17, 19, 20, 58, 59]. In References [13, 18, 25, 26, 36, 40, 43, 50], techniques for applying k-anonymity
to longitudinal data are presented. In this section, we discuss some of the existing techniques to
achieve �-diversity privacy model for different types of data including cross-sectional data and
longitudinal data.

In Reference [35], the authors mention that �-diversity can be achieved by using lattice search
algorithms similar to k-anonymity. Gal et al. [23] propose a method that extends k-anonymity
and �-diversity for datasets with multiple sensitive attributes. Rao et al. [45] propose a scalable
anonymization technique for k-anonymity and �-diversity privacy models using MapReduce tech-
nique. In this technique equivalence classes for scalable k-anonymity and scalable �-diversity

(SLD) are generated and given as input to the anonymization component. The authors proposed an
improved algorithm ImSLD in Reference [37]. In this approach, columns that are quasi-identifiers
are arranged in ascending order of number of unique values. Data are then grouped with respect to
these columns to generate equivalence classes. Equivalence classes are merged until k-anonymity
and l-diversity conditions are satisfied.

Typically, for �-diversity, the dataset is assumed to have non-overlapping quasi-identifiers and
sensitive attributes. In Reference [47], the authors propose a privacy model l1 . . . lq diversity and
t1 . . . tq closeness that assumes sensitive quasi-identifiers. In this article, we assume that all at-
tributes (activities at each time interval) are quasi-identifiers and one type of activity is sensitive.

In Reference [57], the authors propose a method called Data Privacy Preservation with Per-
turbation for anonymizing trajectory data by enhancing the �-diversity model. This method first
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identifies critical trajectories that can identify individuals and then perturbs them. In Reference
[54], authors propose a technique for anonymizing trajectories to prevent re-identification and se-
mantic attacks. Semantic attacks happen when adversary is able to attach semantics to the points
of interest. However they do not consider data with very high dimensions as daily activity data.

Most of the existing techniques for anonymizing longitudinal data apply k-anonymity privacy
model to the data. Not a lot of work has been done in applying �-diversity privacy model, and they
usually do not consider data with very high dimensions. So far, to the best of our knowledge, no
work has been done is anonymizing daily activity data using �-diversity model. In this article, we
present approaches for anonymizing activity data using �-diversity privacy model.

3 METHODS

Section 3.1 presents a novel (δ , ϵ )-diversity model that is suitable for activity data. Section 3.2
describes several existing methods to implement l-diversity. Section 3.3 describes the proposed
approaches.

3.1 Privacy Model

We first introduce some notations. LetD be a dataset withn rows and each row represents activities
of a person. Each row consists of m columns where m is the number of time intervals (can be
minute, second, etc.), and q is the number of possible activities. Let Di j be the value at row i and
column j. Di j represents the activity at time interval j. Since we often need to compute distance
between two records, we use a size q bitmap to represent the activity at each time interval. For
example, if at interval j at record i the activity is ath activity, then the ath bit of the vector is 1
and all other bits are 0. Each data record can now be represented as a size mq bit vector that is
concatenation of m q-bit vectors. Distance computation can be done directly on these bit vectors.
Note that, if data are aggregated at larger intervals (e.g., hours instead of minutes), then we can
simply replace each bit with duration of that activity in a time interval.

We also assume that an activity s is sensitive. For example, being on vacation is a sensitive
activity because burglars can use that to find targets.
�-diversity: �-diversity requires that for every equivalence class, the values for the sensitive-

attribute be well-represented. The term “well represented” is defined in three different ways [35]:

• Distinct �-diversity: Every equivalence class has at least l distinct values for the sensitive
attribute

• Entropy �-diversity: For every equivalence class E, Entropy (E) >= loд�
• Recursive (c, �)-diversity: Let m′ be the number of distinct sensitive attribute values in an

equivalence class, and ri be the frequency of the ith most frequent value, r1 < r� + r�+1 +

. . . rm′ . This ensures that for every equivalence class, the most frequent value in the sensitive
attribute is not too frequent and the infrequent values are not too infrequent.

Existing definitions focus on the frequency of sensitive values across rows. For activity data, we
are also concerned with the duration of the sensitive activity. For example, someone who is away
from home for a few days will have higher risk than someone who is away for just a few hours.
So we propose a (δ , ϵ)-diversity model for activity data.

Definition 1. (δ , ϵ )-diversity: Let D be the dataset and E represent an equivalence class with
all m dimensions as quasi-identifiers. Let NS j represent the number of records that have the
sensitive value for at least δ consecutive time intervals from time unit j to time unit δ + j − 1,

1 ≤ j ≤ m − δ + 1. E is said to satisfy (δ , ϵ)-diversity if
NS j

|E | ≤ ϵ,∀j. D satisfies (δ , ϵ)-diversity if

every equivalence class in D satisfies (δ , ϵ)-diversity.
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For example, assuming that the data are at hourly level granularity. The dataset shown in Table 1
satisfies (72, 0.75)-diversity as at most three of four people take 3 day (72 hours) vacation at the
same time.

Definition 1 can be also generalized to multiple sensitive activities by requiring for each sensitive
activity the (δ , ϵ)-diversity is satisfied.

3.2 Background

This section briefly reviews two existing algorithms that implement �-diversity on cross sectional
data. We will modify these two algorithms for activity data in Section 3.3.

3.2.1 �-MDAV. Microaggregation [9] is one of the widely used methods for achieving k-
anonymity. It has two steps: (1) partitioning, in which the records are partitioned into clusters
of at least size k , and (2) replacement, where the records in each cluster are replaced by the re-
sult of an aggregation operation such as average. In this article, once the clusters are formed, all
methods replace each cluster with its centroid.

One of the best-known algorithm for achieving the partitioning step of microaggregation is
Maximum Distance to Average Vector (MDAV) [8, 11, 12]. Domingo et al., proposed a method
called p-sensitive k-anonymity [10], which extends MDAV to ensure that each equivalence class
contains p distinct sensitive attribute values. We refer to this as �-MDAV. Below is the sketch of
the algorithm.

(1) Compute the centroid of the dataset. Find a point r that is most distant to the centroid.
Find a point s that is farthest to r .

(2) Find k − 1 nearest data points around r and form a cluster with these points and r , form a
similar cluster around s .

(3) If there are at least 2k data points remaining, then repeat steps (1) and (2) on the remaining
points. Else, go to step (4).

(4) If there are between k and 2k − 1 points remaining, then form a new cluster with these
points.

(5) If there are fewer than k points remaining, then compute the centroids for all the clusters
created so far and find the cluster whose centroid is closest to the centroid of the remaining
points and add them to that cluster.

(6) If any of the resulting equivalence class (cluster) does not satisfy �-diversity requirement,
then increment k (k = k + 1) and repeat steps (1) to (5).

Steps (1) to (5) partition data into clusters with sizes at least k using MDAV. Step (6) is basically
a backtrack step that increases k if �-diversity is not satisfied.

The complexity of MDAV is O (n2mq) where n is number of records, m is number of time in-
tervals, and q is number of activities. Checking for �-diversity can be done in O (kmδ ) time for a
cluster with size k as we just need to check for each record in the cluster whether it has sensitive
activity at every δ consecutive time interval. There are around n/k clusters so total time for check-
ing �-diversity isO (nmδ ). Suppose �-MDAV backtracks b times. Its cost is thusO (b (n2mq + nmδ )).
The most expensive step of this algorithm is to find nearest neighbors at step (2). So it is possible to
speed up the algorithm by using a fast nearest neighbor search based on k-d tree or R-tree [24, 30].

3.2.2 �-VMDAV. Han et al. [27] proposed a method to implement �-diversity by extending a
variant of MDAV called VMDAV [49], which generates variable sized clusters . This often generates
more homogeneous clusters than MDAV and avoids backtrack. The sketch of the algorithm [27]
is as follows:
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(1) Compute a n × n distance matrix M for the dataset to save future distance computation
(Mi j represents distance between record i and j).

(2) Compute the centroid c of the dataset.
(3) Repeat steps (4) to (9) until there are no more than k − 1 unassigned records.
(4) Compute most distant record r from the centroid.
(5) Form a group д = {r }.
(6) Build a priority queue Q for the unassigned records in ascending order of their distance

to r .
(7) Repeat steps (a) to (c) until д satisfies �-diversity or there is no more points to add

(a) Compute D (д), which is the �-diversity value of д
(b) Pop the head v from Q and compute D (д ∪ {v})
(c) If D (д ∪ {v}) > D (д), then add v to д.

(8) If group д does not satisfy �-diversity, then suppress records in д.
(9) Extend д with details in Reference [27].

(10) Assign the remaining records to the closest group.

This method does not backtrack. Instead, it tries to add unassigned points directly to a group д
as long as the group’s �-diversity keeps improving. If the group never becomes �-diverse, then all
the records in the group will be suppressed.

After group д becomes �-diverse, step (9) further extends д by adding unassigned points that are
closer to д than to remaining unassigned points and the new group has same or better degree of
�-diversity. The extension ends when д contains 2k − 1 data points or all unassigned points have
been checked.

In our implementation, we modify this algorithm by first computing clusters of size k and then
checking for �-diversity. Clusters are extended using priority queue (similar to step (6)) until l-
diversity is satisfied or all the unassigned points have been checked. We do this to reduce the
clustering time because extending the group using step (9) would be very inefficient due to the
high-dimensional nature of the data. We refer to this as �-VMDAV.

There are two limitations associated with this method: (1) There is no guarantee that each group
(cluster) will become �-diverse, so many records could be suppressed, and (2) this method is still
quite expensive for high-dimensional data such as activity data as they require us to compute
distances between all pairs of records on all dimensions.

The cost of computing distance matrix (step (1)) isO (n2mq). The cost of checking �-diversity of
a group д is O ( |д |mδ ), and each group can be checked at most O (n) times (the number of possible
records). The size of д is k to 2k − 1. So the cost of generating a group is O (nkmδ ). There are up
to n/k groups so the total cost is O (n2m(q + δ )).

3.3 Proposed Approaches

The existing methods including �-MDAV and �-VMDAV are quite expensive over high-dimensional
data. An MC method was proposed to address this issue [43].

MC handles high dimensionality of the activity data by aggregating the records to different time
intervals. This improves the efficiency of the anonymization process. In MC (shown in Algorithm 1)
all the records are assigned to one cluster at the root level (line 1). The records are then aggre-
gated to certain time intervals (line 5), for example daily intervals, and then clustered using MDAV
(line 6). In the next level t , the records are aggregated to smaller time intervals (for example, hourly
intervals) and each cluster c at the previous level is further divided into smaller clusters of size st
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using MDAV. These steps are repeated until each cluster at the leaf level has at least k records in
it.

At the level t , the complexity of this algorithm isO (nstmtq), where st is cluster size at level t and

mt is number of intervals at level t . There are l levels, so the complexity of MC isO (nq
∑l

t=1 stmt ).
MC is more efficient than MDAV for two reasons. At the higher levels, data are aggregated to

larger time intervals somt << m. At lower levels, data are aggregated somt < m, and additionally,
the size of the clusters decreases (st << n).

ALGORITHM 1: Multi-level Clustering

Data: Set of all records S , number of levels l , aggregation at each level {a1,a2..,al }, partition size at

each level {s1, s2.., sl }, required anonymity k

Result: Set of clusters C

1 C ← {S }; /* at root level all records are in one cluster */

2 t ← 1; R ← NULL

3 while t <= l do

4 for c in C do

5 Agg(c , at ); /* Aggregate all the records in c to level at */

6 {ct1, ct2, ...ctx } ←MDAV(c , st ); /* Using MDAV to cluster records in c into partitions of size st */

7 R ← R ∪ {ct1, ct2, ...ctx } ; /* x is the number of clusters generated */

8 C ← C − {c}

9 C ← R; R ← NULL; t ← t + 1

10 return C

In this article, we first propose a weighted distance measure that improves the clustering qual-
ity. We then propose three new methods. In the first two, we modify �-MDAV and �-VMDAV to
combine them with MC method and use the weighted distance. We refer to the two methods as
MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD, respectively. The third one is called as MC-RoundRobin
(MC-RR).

3.3.1 Weighted Distance Measure. Euclidean or other existing distance measures treat the sen-
sitive activities the same way as non-sensitive activities. This is inappropriate for privacy pro-
tection. For non-sensitive activities, we want records in the same cluster to have such activities
happening at similar time because this will preserve the utility of the data. However, we do not

want records with sensitive activities happening at the same time to be in the same cluster because
this will increase NS j in Definition 1, and thus reduce �-diversity. The weighted distance measure
is motivated by this observation.

Suppose for two activity sequences X and Y , we used size q bit vector to represent activities at
each time interval. Without loss of generalizability, we assume that the sensitive activity is repre-
sented by the last bit. Let XN S and YN S represent the concatenation of bit vectors containing only
non-sensitive activity (i.e., the first q − 1 bits for every time interval). There are m time intervals
in each record so XN S (or YN S ) contains (q − 1)m bits. Let XS and YS represent the concatenation
of the bits representing the sensitive activity. XS (or YS ) containsm bits.

Let d1 = EuclideanDist (XN S ,YN S ), d2 = EuclideanDist (XS ,YS ). d (X ,Y ) is a weighted distance
defined as follows:

d (X ,Y ) = d1 −wd ∗ d2. (1)

IfX andY are aggregated to larger time intervals (e.g., daily or hourly), then we can replace each
bit with the duration of that activity at that time interval and the computation is still the same.
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This distance measure is not a metric distance measure as it could be negative and as a result it
may not satisfy triangular inequality. For example, suppose sequence s1 has non-sensitive activity
a at time 1 and sensitive activity s at time 2, and s2 has s at time 1 and a at time 2. It is easy to
verify that d2 = d1 and if wd = 1.1, then the distance is negative. In practice, we may need to set
wd greater than one if sensitive activity is rare.

The weighted distance can be computed in O (qm) time. However, since it is not metric, it will
be difficult to use an index structure such as R-tree or k-d tree to speed up finding the nearest
neighbors (step (2) of MDAV). However, experimental results in Section 4 will later show that the
weighted distance often leads to better clusters and higher data utility. We have also pre-computed
the distances in all proposed algorithms that significantly reduced execution time.

3.3.2 MC-�-MDAV-WD. MC-�-MDAV-WD is shown in Algorithm 2. It is similar to MC at
non leaf levels. All records are initially assigned to one cluster (line 4). For intermediate lev-
els, all records are aggregated to the required time interval (line 8) and clustered using MDAV
with weighted distance (line 9). The size of the intermediate level clusters at level t is given by
st = k ∗ pl−t , where k is the anonymity requirement and p is the fan-out and l is total number of
levels. At leaf level sl = k . The algorithm keeps newly generated clusters inC (line 21), increments
t (line 23), and goes to next level.

The main difference between Algorithm 2 and MC is that at the leaf level. After generation of
new clusters, the resulting clusters are checked for �-diversity (line 10). If all the clusters satisfy
�-diversity at the leaf level, then the algorithm returns the resulting clusters (line 25). If the any of
the clusters fail to satisfy �-diversity, then backtracking is needed. At line 14, the cluster size sl at
the leaf level is incremented by 1 and Line 15 checks whether the new sl is greater than half the
size of the clusters in the previous level. If this happens, then it is impossible to split these clusters
further at the leaf level. So Algorithm 2 backtracks to the root level and increments cluster size at
all the levels (line 18). Otherwise, backtrack only happens at the leaf level with the incremented
cluster size sl .

After the clustering step, each cluster is replaced with the centroid of the cluster. This step
remains same for all the proposed approaches.
�-diversity is only checked at leaf level. At leaf level each cluster has size around k . So checking

for �-diversity for a cluster costs O (kmlδ ) where ml is the number of aggregated intervals at the
leaf level. Since there areO (n/k ) clusters, the cost of checking �-diversity isO (nmlδ ). Let b be the
number of backtracks, then the cost is b times of the cost of MC plus the time to check �-diversity,

i.e., O (b (nq
∑l

t=1 stmt + nmlδ )).

3.3.3 MC-�-VMDAV-WD. Algorithm 3 combines MC and �-VMDAV (described in Section 3.2.2)
and uses weighted distance. In the intermediate levels, the records are clustered using MDAV
with weighted distance and only in the leaf level the records are clustered using �-VMDAV with
weighted distance. MC-�-VMDAV-WD is more efficient than �-VMDAV as it uses multi-level clus-
tering to reduce the cost of clustering high-dimensional data. Using weighted distance also im-
proves the quality of clusters.

The cost of MC-�-VMDAV-WD equals cost of MC at all non-leaf levels plus the cost of
running �-VMDAV at leaf level. Since at leaf level each cluster has size around k and ml in-
tervals, the cost of running �-VMDAV at each leaf level cluster is O (k2ml (q + δ )). There are
about n/k clusters so the cost at leaf level is O (nkml (q + δ )). The cost of MC-�-VMDAV-WD is

O (nq
∑l−1

t=1 stmt + nkml (q + δ )).
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ALGORITHM 2: MC-�-MDAV-WD

Data: S set of all records, l number of levels, aдд = [a1,a2..,al ] aggregation at each level ,

size = [s1, s2.., sl ] partition size at each level where st = sl ∗ pl−t where p is fanout

Result: C Set of clusters of records

1 Check for �-diversity for entire data at al aggregation. If yes, then continue. Otherwise �-diversity

cannot be satisfied.

2 while anonymization is not done do

3 brk ← 0; /*brk is used to indicate need for backtrack*/

4 C ← {S };t ← 1 ; /*t is current level*/

5 while t <= l do

6 R ← NULL; /*R is generated clusters*/

7 for c in C do

8 caдд ← Aдд(c,at ); /*Aggregate all the records in c to level at */

9 Cr es ←MDAV-WD(caдд , st ); /*Cr es is the set of clusters resulting from MDAV*/

10 if t == l & Cr es does not satisfy �-diversity then

11 brk ← 1; break; /*backtrack is needed*/

12 R ← R ∪Cr es

13 if brk == 1 then

14 sl ← sl + 1; /*increment size at leaf level by 1*/

15 if (l ! = 1) & (size[l] > 0.5 ∗ size[l − 1]); /*If the leaf is bigger than half of the previous

level then entire size array needs to be changed*/

16 then

17 for i = 1 to l − 1 do

18 si ← sl ∗ pl−i

19 break; /*Need to backtrack from root and break out of inner loop*/

20 else

21 C ← R

22 if t < l then

23 t ← t + 1; /*Non-leaf level, just continue to next level*/

24 else

25 return C; /*Leaf level, all clusters satisfy �-diversity so return result*/
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ALGORITHM 3: MC-�-VMDAV-WD

Data: S set of all records, l number of levels, aдд = [a1,a2..,al ] aggregation at each level,

size = [s1, s2.., sl ] partition size at each level

Result: C Set of clusters of records

1 Check for �-diversity for entire data at al aggregation. If yes, then continue. Otherwise �-diversity

cannot be satisfied

2 C ← {S };

3 t ← 1;

4 R ← NULL;

5 while t <= l do

6 for c in C do

7 caдд ← Aдд(c,at ); /*Aggregate all the records in c to level at */

8 if t ! = l then

9 Cr es ←MDAV-WD(caдд , st ); /*Cr es is the set of clusters resulting from MDAV*/

10 else

11 Cr es ← �-VMDAV-WD(caдд , st )

12 R ← R ∪Cr es

13 C ← R

14 R ← NULL

15 t ← t + 1

16 return C

3.3.4 MC-RR. One problem of the above two methods is that they use the new non-metric dis-
tance so faster k-nearest neighbor search cannot be used. MC-RR (Algorithm 4) is a more efficient
method that does not rely on this new distance measure.

In line 3, records containing sensitive activities are added to a setV . The remaining records are
added to a set N and are clustered using MC (algorithm 1) using a cluster size k ′ < k . We can set
k ′ = k |N |/n, where n is total number of records and |N | is number of records in N . Since none of
the records in N has sensitive activity, it just uses Euclidean distance.

The intuition of MC-RR is that if we strengthen the (δ -ϵ)-diversity definition by requiring that
in each equivalence class, at most ϵ fraction of records have sensitive activity, then we just need
to ensure that each class does not have over ϵ |E | records from V (|E | is size of cluster). One way
to achieve this is simply evenly distributing records in V to the existing clusters.

After the clusters are formed, the records in V are added to these clusters in a round-robin
fashion. For each record v ∈ V , the algorithm checks whether there is a cluster c created from N
that contains less than k records. And it also checks if after adding v to c , cluster c still satisfies
�-diversity (lines 8 to 13). If so, thenv is removed fromV and added to that cluster (lines 11 to 13).
At the end of this process all clusters still have at most k records.
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There may be still records left in V . So the algorithm assigns the remaining records to existing
clusters as long as �-diversity is not violated. Note that, at this point, some clusters may have size
over k . Those records that cannot be assigned to any cluster are suppressed.

At the end, if any cluster c has size less than k , then the algorithm checks whether c can be
merged with any existing cluster without violating �-diversity (lines 23 to 30). The existing clusters
are checked in the order of their centroids’ distance to the centroid of c . If c cannot be merged with
any existing cluster, then c is suppressed.

Suppose there are six records: r1, r2, r3, r4, r5, and r6. k = 2 and k ′ = 1. V = {r4, r5, r6}, N =
{r1, r2, r3}. At step (5), N is divided into three clusters: c1 = {r1}, c2 = {r2}, and c3 = {r3}. At steps
(6) to (13), suppose r4 is added to c1, r5 is added to c2, and r6 is suppressed because it cannot be
added to any cluster without violating �-diversity. At steps (22)–(29), suppose c3 can be merged
with c2. So finally, two clusters are returned: c1 = {r1, r4}, c2 = {r2, r3, r5}.

MC-RR will generate about n/k clusters after running MC on N . After that each record inV will
be added to an existing cluster if �-diversity is satisfied. It costs O (kmlδ ) to check �-diversity for
one cluster with size around k . Let nc be the average number of cluster that needs to be checked

before the record can be added to a cluster. So the total cost of MC-RR isO ((n − |V |)q∑l
t=1 stmt +

|V |nckmlδ )), where |V | is number of records with sensitive activities and the first term is the cost
of running MC on N and the second term is the cost of assigning records in V . In practice the
algorithm often does not need to check many clusters so nc is quite small. In our experiments MC-
RR is faster than the other two proposed methods (with weighted distance) as it uses Euclidean
distance in clustering. However, this comes at the cost of utility as records in V are assigned in a
round-robin fashion, without considering their distance to existing clusters.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

4.1 Experimental Setup

Experiments were conducted on a computer with 32 GB RAM and 3.2 GHz processor running the
Windows 10 operating system. All the algorithms were implemented in R.

4.2 Data

Most of the activity related datasets that are publicly available have very few records. However, to
demonstrate the effectiveness of any anonymization approach a larger dataset is necessary [29, 38].
Therefore, we used a publicly available human activity dataset known as Activity Recognition

with Ambient Sensing (ARAS) [2] as seed to generate synthetic data. ARAS data contain activity
information of four people collected from two real homes. The data are collected in seconds for a
duration of 1 month. It has 27 different activities including preparing breakfast, having breakfast,
sleeping, having shower, toileting, going out, and so on.

With ARAS data as the seed, we generated synthetic data using Markov chain model [22]. We
first aggregated the data to minute level. For each person’s data (seed), a state transition matrix was
constructed for every hour. The matrices were then used to generate synthetic data for a certain
number of people. Noise was also introduced by selecting a different person’s state transition
matrix at random with a probability of 0.01 at each hour. Synthetic data were generated for 100
people (so each seed was used to generate 25 people’s data) at minute-level granularity for a period
of two weeks.

To check the quality of the simulated data, we measured KL divergence [32] between the original
data and the simulated synthetic data. The KL divergence value was 0.014. Low KL-divergence
value shows that these two datasets have similar distributions.
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ALGORITHM 4: MC-RR

Data: S set of all records, l number of levels, aдд = [a1,a2..,al ] aggregation at each level,
size = [s1, s2.., sl ] partition size at each level, k ′

Result: C Set of clusters of records
1 Check for �-diversity for entire data at al aggregation. If yes, then continue.

2 C ← {S }
3 Compute V as the set of records that contain sensitive activity

4 N ← C −V
5 Cr es ← MC (N , k ′); /* let k ′ be the partition size*/

6 for v ∈ V do

7 v ← Aдд(v,al ); /* Aggregate v to the same level as the leaf level*/

8 for v ∈ V do

9 for c ∈ Cr es do

10 if size(c ) < k and c ∪ {v} satisfies �-diversity then

11 add v to c

12 remove v from V

13 break

14 for v ∈ V do

15 for c ∈ Cr es do

16 if adding v to c still satisfies �-diversity then

17 remove v from V

18 add v to c

19 break;

20 if v is not added to any c then

21 suppress v

22 for c ∈ Cr es do

23 if size(c ) < k then

24 Create a priority queueQ based on the distance from c’s centroid to other clusters’ centroids

25 for each c ′ ∈ Q do

26 if c ∪ c ′ satisfies �-diversity then

27 merge c with c ′

28 break

29 suppress c if c cannot be merged with any existing cluster

30 Return(Cr es )

The original data do not have sensitive activity. So, to demonstrate the �-diversity requirement
another activity called Vacation was added. Two different patterns of vacation data were added
resulting in two datasets:

• Based on statistics published by AAA [1], about one third of Americans travelled in De-
cember holiday season in 2018. For the first dataset, we consider one week of data. Around
35% of the people are randomly selected to go on a vacation around a long weekend. The
length of the vacation is drawn from a normal distribution with μ = 2 (days) and σ = 0.5.
All vacation will end on Sunday. We refer to this dataset as the long weekend data.
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Table 2. Properties of the Datasets

Data
No. of

records
Duration

No. of
activities

No. of
dimensions

Fraction of people
going on vacation

Long weekend data 100 1 week 28 10080 35%

Long vacation data 100 2 weeks 28 20160 35%

• For the second dataset, we consider two weeks of data. Similarly to the previous data, 35%
of people are randomly selected to go on vacation around Christmas, or around the New
Year’s day, or go on a long vacation including both Christmas and New Year’s day. The
length of the vacation is generated from 3 normal distributions. For Christmas and New
Year’s day, μ = 2 (days) and σ = 0.5. For long vacation, μ = 6 (days) and σ = 1.5. We refer
to this dataset as the long vacation data.

Table 2 shows properties of the synthetic datasets generated for experiments. ‘Vacation’ activity
is considered as the sensitive activity.

4.3 Algorithms Compared in the Experiments

• MC-�-MDAV-WD: This is proposed Algorithm 2, which uses multi-level clustering and
MDAV with backtrack to cluster the activity sequences. The proposed weighted distance
measure is used during clustering.

• MC-�-VMDAV-WD: This is proposed Algorithm 3, which uses multi-level clustering and �-
VMDAV to cluster the activity sequences. The proposed weighted distance measure is used
during clustering.

• MC-�-MDAV: This is same as MC-�-MDAV-WD except that regular Euclidean distance is
used in clustering.

• MC-�-VMDAV: This is same as MC-�-VMDAV-WD except that Euclidean distance is used
in clustering.

• MC-RR: This is proposed Algorithm 4, which assigns records with sensitive activity in a
round robin fashion to clusters of records without sensitive activity.

• �-MDAV: This is a baseline approach (refer to Section 3.2.1). Compared to our approach it
does not use multi-level clustering and does not use new weighted distance. Data are not
aggregated, since this method does not use multi-level clustering and aggregation is a part
of multi-level clustering.

• �-VMDAV: This is a baseline approach (refer to Section 3.2.2). Compared to our approach it
does not use multi-level clustering and does not use new weighted distance. Similarly to the
previous one, data are not aggregated, since this method does not use multi-level clustering
and aggregation is a part of multi-level clustering.

• MSLD: ImSLD is an existing approach presented in Reference [37]. In this approach, the
authors use MapReduce technique for achieving l-diversity for Big Data. However, activity
datasets are typically small (few hundred records) therefore, MapReduce is not necessary.
Additionally, ImSLD enforces a simpler version of �-diversity that is not applicable to ac-
tivity data. We modified ImSLD to make it applicable to activity dataset and used it as a
baseline approach for comparing the proposed approaches. We refer to this baseline ap-
proach as MSLD (Modified ImSLD).
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Table 3. Parameter Settings for Our Algorithms

No. of levels
No. of records

Fanout Aggregation level wd in Equation (1)
at each level

2 top: 50, leaf: 10 5 top: weekly, leaf: hourly 1

All methods other than MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD use Euclidean distance. So
these methods used a fast k-nearest neighbor search based on k-d tree [24] to speed up their
execution.

The use of the existing standard techniques as benchmark approaches is not only important for
comparing our approach with them but also important for obtaining and presenting evidence about
whether longitudinal data are in fact ill suited to be de-identified using those standard techniques
or not.

4.4 Parameter Settings

We used methods in Reference [43] to determine the optimal values of parameters in our algo-
rithms such as number of levels in multi-level clustering. Table 3 shows the values. For privacy
parameters, we set k = 10, ϵ = 0.75, δ = 48 (hours).

4.5 Metrics for Comparison

To measure the efficiency, we focus on the time to cluster data for two reasons: (1) this is the
most time-consuming step, and (2) once clusters (equivalence classes) are generated, all algorithms
follow the same steps to replace original data with anonymized data.

To measure the utility of anonymized data, we use the following metrics:

• Relative difference [53] between un-anonymized dataD and anonymized dataD ′. We define

relative difference r (x ,y) between two values as
|x−y |

max (x,y ) if at least one of x or y is not zero

and 0 otherwise.
r (D,D ′) is the relative difference between D and D ′ and equals =

1
nmq

∑
1≤i≤n,1≤j≤m,1≤v≤q r (Di jv ,D

′
i jv )

Where, Di jv is the duration of activity v in record i at time interval j in original data and
D ′i jv is the duration in anonymized data. We use relative difference rather than relative error

because many values in the dataset are zero.
We present relative difference at daily level, i.e., for example, a relative difference of 0.1
for activity a means that anonymized data on an average had 0.1 relative difference with
respect to unanonymized data for daily duration of activity a. Also, the relative difference
values shown in the tables are average relative difference over all the activities.

• The number of points suppressed for each approach are also presented that can be an im-
portant factor for choosing the right method.

• We also provide an empirical evaluation of the approaches by comparing the average dura-
tion of the following activities before and after anonymization: Sleep, Talking on the Phone,
and Having Conversation. Pearson’s correlation between Sleep and Having Conversation be-
fore and after anonymization is also presented. Correlation between Sleep and Talking on

the Phone is not shown because it is not statistically significant in the original data.
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Table 4. Results for Long Weekend Data for Different Sized Datasets

Method
100 records 200 records 300 records

rel ns time rel ns time rel ns time
MC-�-MDAV 0.33 0 20.2 0.42 0 302.95 0.33 0 186.79
MC-�-VMDAV 0.25 10 9.16 0.2 40 17.44 0.18 60 27
MC-�-MDAV-WD 0.27 0 21.14 0.23 0 39.87 0.28 0 539.39
MC-�-VMDAV-WD 0.27 0 21.94 0.24 0 42.48 0.21 20 67.19
MC-RR 0.36 0 13.83 0.28 0 27.5 0.28 0 38.07
�-MDAV† 0.24 0 426.94 0.26 0 8600.38 0.24 0 13690.89
�-VMDAV† 0.23 10 569.13 0.19 20 1620.95 0.19 40 2503.08
MSLD† 0.27 0 644.98 0.23 0 1316.78 0.23 0 2063.33

rel is relative difference, ns is number of suppressed records, time is time for clustering. † represents baseline

approach.

Table 5. Results for Long Vacation Data for Different Sized Datasets

Method
100 records 200 records 300 records

rel ns time rel ns time rel ns time
MC-�-MDAV 0.32 0 40.31 0.37 0 123.34 0.37 0 329.53
MC-�-VMDAV 0.25 10 15.77 0.25 20 31.95 0.21 30 49.65
MC-�-MDAV-WD 0.22 0 39.38 0.24 0 76.78 0.22 0 115.69
MC-�-VMDAV-WD 0.22 0 42.89 0.24 0 82.41 0.22 0 122.48
MC-RR 0.35 0 32.67 0.26 0 57.67 0.28 0 80.53
�-MDAV† 0.34 0 4337.66 — — — — — —
�-VMDAV† 0.25 10 1149.23 — — — — — —
MSLD† 0.26 0 1354.04 0.22 0 2797.47 — — —

rel is relative difference, ns is number of suppressed records, time is time for clustering. † represents baseline

approach.

4.6 Experimental Results

Results when varying number of records: Typically, activity datasets are very flat, and there-
fore we consider up to 300 data points. Table 4 and 5 show results when the size of the data was
varied from 100 to 300.

Table 4 shows the results for varying number of records for long weekend data. Time taken for
clustering increases with number of records. Time taken by the proposed approaches is orders less
than the time taken by the three baseline approaches. Baseline approach l-MDAV has slightly lower
relative difference compared to proposed approaches for 100 and 300 records; however, it takes at
least 20 times longer than the proposed approaches. Proposed approaches with weighted distance,
i.e., MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD show better balance in terms of utility and time.
They have low relative difference and do not suppress records. Compared to these two approaches
all other approaches have higher relative loss, suppress records, or have very high execution time.

For long vacation data (Table 5), for 200 and 300 records the baseline approaches ran into mem-
ory error. For 200 records, baseline approach MSLD has low relative difference but takes orders
longer than proposed approaches with weighted distance that have similar relative difference.
MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD have low relative difference without any data suppres-
sion and execution time much lower than the baseline approaches and comparable to that of the
other proposed approaches. For 100 records, MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD have lower
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Table 6. Results When Varying �-diversity Constraints for Long Weekend Data

Method
Increased vacation δ = 72 ϵ = 0.5
rel ns time rel ns time rel ns time

MC-�-MDAV 0.5 0 122.95 0.24 0 7.44 0.46 0 93.59
MC-�-VMDAV 0.24 30 8.46 0.24 0 8.53 0.23 20 8.55
MC-�-MDAV-WD 0.27 0 20.64 0.27 0 20.17 0.24 0 174.24
MC-�-VMDAV-WD 0.27 0 21.3 0.27 0 21.18 0.26 20 23.48
MC-RR 0.4 0 15.72 0.36 0 13.83 0.36 0 14.04
�-MDAV† 0.23 0 794.23 0.24 0 432.13 0.39 0 5988.64
�-VMDAV† 0.2 20 559.68 0.24 0 564.57 0.21 20 545.08
MSLD† 0.27 0 649.64 0.27 0 649.04 0.27 0 655.16

Table 7. Results When Varying �-diversity Constraints for Long Vacation Data

Method
Increased vacation δ = 72 ϵ = 0.5
rel ns time rel ns time rel ns time

MC-�-MDAV 0.41 0 98.3 0.32 0 42.08 0.35 0 53.06
MC-�-VMDAV 0.29 30 15.87 0.25 10 16.94 0.25 10 16.45
MC-�-MDAV-WD 0.26 0 40.9 0.22 0 39.63 0.22 0 39.18
MC-�-VMDAV-WD 0.26 0 42.97 0.22 0 42.92 0.22 0 42.58
MC-RR 0.43 0 37.26 0.35 0 32.77 0.35 0 32.47
�-MDAV† 0.46 0 11612.3 0.34 0 4328.62 0.32 0 8885.4
�-VMDAV† 0.25 20 1176.36 0.25 10 1190.15 0.25 10 1134.08
MSLD† 0.26 0 1401.08 0.26 0 1390.14 0.26 0 1428.4

relative difference than baseline methods possibly because the weighted distance is more effective
for diverse vacation patterns.

The relative difference for all methods in the long vacation dataset is slightly lower than the
loss in the long weekend dataset. One possible reason is that in long vacation dataset the vacation
patterns are more diverse (from three normal distributions). As our privacy model restricts the
fraction of people going on vacation during the same time period, more diverse vacation patterns
result in better clusters.

It can be seen MC-�-VMDAV and �-VMDAV suppress data points. Proposed approach
MC-�-VMDAV is the fastest method in all the settings but suppresses data points in a few cases.
MC-�-MDAV takes longer as compared to the other proposed approaches because of the back-
tracking and also has higher relative difference because of large clusters.

Results when varying privacy constraints: Tables 6 and 7 show the results of various algo-
rithms when we change the percentage of people going on vacation as well as ϵ and δ parameters
in our �-diversity model. The first set of experiments were run on a dataset with the default set-
tings except that the percentage of people going on vacation is increased to 50%. In the second
set δ is increased to 72 (i.e., we look at 3-day window) but ϵ is still 0.75. This means the privacy
requirement is relaxed. In the third set of experiments ϵ is changed to 0.5 while δ is still 48. In this
case, privacy requirement is more restrictive.

As the number of people going on vacation increases to 50%, it becomes more difficult to satisfy
the (δ , ϵ )-diversity. For long weekend data (Table 6), baseline �-MDAV has low relative difference
but takes about 40 times more time as compared to proposed approaches with weighted distance
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MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD, which have slightly higher relative difference but take
much lesser time. All other approaches either take longer or have higher relative difference or
result in data suppression. For long vacation data (Table 7), proposed approaches with weighted
distance MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD have lowest relative difference without any
data suppression. Baseline MSLD has similar relative difference as these approaches for both the
datasets but takes much longer time to complete.

Similarly, when ϵ is reduced to 0.5, the privacy constraint is more restrictive. In this case, the pro-
posed approach MC-�-MDAV-WD achieves lower loss (low relative difference and no suppression)
compared to all other methods. This method does take longer to cluster the data (especially on long
weekend data) due to using weighted distance and the need for backtracks. MC-�-VMDAV-WD has
the same relative difference in the long vacation data but suffers data suppression in long weekend
data. The base line methods are more expensive and have comparable loss as MC-�-MDAV-WD.

When δ is increased to 72, the privacy constraint is relaxed. Note that for long weekend data, 72
hours translates to mean duration of vacation (which is 48 hours) plus 2 times standard deviation
(which is 12 hours), meaning only a very small fraction of people go on vacation that long. There-
fore, almost all the methods have similar loss for long weekend data except MC-RR. MC-�-MDAV
and MC-�-VMDAV (the two variants of proposed methods without weighted distance) achieve
the same loss as existing methods (�-MDAV and �-VMDAV) but have much shorter execution
time.

For the long vacation data, two proposed methods MC-�-MDAV-WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD
have lower loss compared to others when δ = 72 in Table 7 possibly because the weighted distance
is more effective when there are diverse vacation patterns.

4.7 Empirical Evaluation

Some of the daily activities that are of high value to the medical field, especially mental health
and behavioral health communities are sleep [3, 42, 52] and social engagement [7, 31, 48]. Studies
have found that insomnia is related to depression, anxiety and other health conditions [3, 42, 52].
Use of technological devices can also impact the amount of sleep [7]. Additionally, studies have
found that social engagement can also influence the quality of sleep [31, 48]. Therefore, it becomes
important to preserve the characteristics of such activities after anonymization.

ARAS dataset used for the experiments includes Sleep, Having Conversation, Talking on the

Phone. Table 8 presents the average duration (per day) of these three activities before and after
anonymization. Table 8 also shows Pearson’s correlation between Sleep and Having Conversation

before and after anonymization. Correlation between Sleep and Talking on the Phone is not shown
as it was not statistically significant in the original data. For 100 records, since the anonymized
data are represented by cluster centers and there can be 10 clusters at the most (with k = 10), it
is not possible to see statistical significance. Therefore, we present the results for 200 records and
default parameters.

Results show that the proposed approaches with weighted distance (MC-�-MDAV-WD and
MC-�-VMDAV-WD) preserve the averages after anonymization. Baseline approaches �-MDAV and
MSLD also preserve the averages. However, the baseline approaches have much higher execution
time as compared to the proposed approaches as seen earlier. The proposed weighted distance-
based approaches also preserve the direction and magnitude of the correlation more effectively as
compared to all the other proposed and baseline approaches. All methods have higher p values
than original data, which is expected as records in each cluster is replaced with cluster mean so
there are fewer distinctive records after anonymization.
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Table 8. Average Duration of Sleep (in hrs) per Day, Average Duration of Having Conversation (in mins)
per Day, Average Duration of Talking on the Phone (in mins) per Day, Correlation between Sleep

and Having Conversation

Sleep Having Conversation Talking on the Phone Sleep - Having Conversation

(in hrs per day) (in mins per day) (in mins per day) Pearson’s corr p-value

Before Anonymization

6.46 3.5 14.32 0.42 8.91e-10

After Anonymization

MC-�-MDAV 6.47 3.46 13.54 −0.19 0.81

MC-�-VMDAV 6.87 3.86 16.15 0.58 0.01

MC-�-MDAV-WD 6.46 3.5 14.32 0.46 0.03

MC-�-VMDAV-WD 6.46 3.5 14.32 0.48 0.03

MC-RR 6.39 3.68 15.9 0.51 0.03

�-MDAV† 6.46 3.5 14.32 0.67 0.03

�-VMDAV† 6.67 3.67 13.68 0.57 0.02

MSLD† 6.46 3.5 14.32 0.51 0.02

5 DISCUSSION

For any anonymization method to be effective, it should be able to preserve the utility of the dataset
and it should be efficient. Activity data are sequential in nature and applying existing approaches
directly is computationally expensive. This is also verified by the experiments (see the last three
rows of Tables 4, 6, 5, and 7). Proposed multi-level clustering-based approaches are more efficient
than existing methods. Approaches using backtrack (MC-�-MDAV, MC-�-MDAV-WD, �-MDAV)
take longer time in some cases than those approaches not using backtrack because the back-
tracking might cause the clustering to start again from the root level, which is time-consuming.
MC-�-VMDAV takes the least time as it uses multi-level clustering to reduce execution time and
does not need backtrack.

In terms of data utility, the proposed MC-�-MDAV-WD method has relative difference either
comparable or better than that of the baseline approaches. It avoids data suppression, which in
turn improves the data utility. Additionally, the execution time is orders lower than the baseline
approaches. MC-�-VMDAV-WD has results quite similar to that of MC-�-MDAV-WD except when
privacy requirement is more restrictive (when ϵ = 0.5 for long weekend data) and larger data (300
records for long weekend data).

Although our proposed weighted distance is non-metric, its execution time is much lower than
the baseline approaches and comparable to other proposed approaches. It also leads to high quality
clusters and improves data utility. In the empirical evaluation, the two proposed methods MC-�-
VMDAV-WD and MC-�-MDAV-WD also better preserve the mean of sleep and social engagement
activities as well as the correlation between them.

Overall, for all datasets, the two proposed methods MC-�-WMDAV-WD and MC-�-MDAV-WD
perform well both in terms of data utility and efficiency.

6 CONCLUSION

This article studies the problem of anonymizing longitudinal daily activity data based on the
�-diversity privacy model. Several different methods have been proposed to combine multi-level
clustering with methods to enforce �-diversity. A non-metric distance measure is also proposed to
improve the quality of clustering.
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Experiments were conducted on two datasets and results show that longitudinal data is in fact ill-
suited to be anonymized using standard techniques. Two of our proposed methods MC-�-MDAV-
WD and MC-�-VMDAV-WD lead to similar data utility as existing methods but are orders more
efficient. They also have better utility than other proposed methods.
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